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THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK

TTC Special: New project on health in
the Caribbean
A project prepared by Caribbean Public Health Agency
(CARPHA) seeks to improve health and safety of both local and
visitor population. CARPHA's purpose is to draw together and
build on public health knowledge and expertise across the
Caribbean.... »

TOURISM

Point of View: New tourist offers presented in FitCuba
2018
This year FitCuba, the country’s most important tourism event designed to showcase the sector’s offers
and generate new opportunities, served to highlight the island’s potential as a tourist destination, with a
focus on the province of Villa Clara.... »

BUSINESS

It's official: Dominican Republic top free zone hails
ties with China
The government’s decision to establish diplomatic ties with China is a positive step in the exploration of
potential international markets for products manufactured in the Dominican Republic the Corporación
Zona Franca de Santiago (CZFS) CEO Miguel A. Lama said.... »

TOURISM

Airbnb partnership is reminder of Puerto Rico's crisis
Airbnb announced a partnership with Puerto Rico Wednesday: The company will roll out its Experiences
service there (through which hosts can arrange activities that guests can book), will donate its fees to a
disaster relief organization, and help with tourism marketing.... »
EVENTS

Caribbean region’s largest aviation conference next
June
The Caribbean region’s largest aviation conference will take flight in Nassau, Bahamas this June, bringing
together major players from the aviation and tourism industries, travel professionals, academics and
investors from all over the world for three days of discussions.... »

BUSINESS

Vietnamese firms advised to invest in Cuba’s tourism
market
Amid increasing demand from international visitors, Cuba plans to increase its number of hotel and
guesthouse rooms to 108,000 by 2030, opening up great opportunities for Vietnamese investors operating
in the fields of property, restaurant and tourism.... »
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